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NEWS 

1. On the international foreign exchange markets, the US dollar weakened across the board 

against its major international trading partners this week. It lost the most (by 1.9% each) 

against the Pound and the Yen, by 1.4% each against the Euro, the Australian $ and the 

Danish krona, by 1.2% against the Swiss franc and by a percentage each against the 

Singapore $ and the Canadian $.  

2. The number of Americans seeking unemployment benefits rose slightly last week but 

remained at a historically low level. Weekly applications for jobless benefits increased by 

2,000 to 279,000, while the four-week moving average, a slightly less volatile measure rose 

to 278,750. Significantly, in addition to holding onto workers, employers are stepping up 

their hiring and businesses added 280,000 jobs last month. The unemployment rate is 5.5% 

and the number of people receiving benefits stood at 2.3 million.  

3. UK’s economic growth for the first quarter of 2015 (0.4%) was higher than estimated, on 

the back of a recovering construction sector, which grew by 1.1% instead of the earlier 

reported 0.2%. Meanwhile, rating agency Standard & Poor has cut is growth outlook for UK 

because of a planned referendum on EU membership, a politically popular move but an 

economically disastrous one. The rating agency said that “UK departure from the EU raises 

questions about the financing of its large twin deficits.” 

4. Japan’s GDP expanded much more than previously estimated during the first quarter of this 

year. An up-gradation of the contribution to growth made by corporate capital investment 

raised the official growth figure to a staggering 3.9% compared to an earlier estimate of 

2.4%. However, optimism remains muted as the Yen’s continual drop against the dollar has 

raised the cost of imported raw materials giving rise to fears of some form of retaliation by 

Japan’s key trading partners.  

5. Economic data for the month of May suggest that the People’s Bank of China’s stimulus 

measures are beginning to have an effect. Industrial production grew 6.1% faster than in the 

previous month, although still at the slowest pace since the financial crisis. Fixed asset 

investments grew 10% and house sales were up by 30% over the year and inventory of 

unsold houses fell for the first time in nearly two years. However, there are scant signs that 

the country’s ever-rising stock market has managed to enthuse confidence. Total financing 

grew at its slowest pace in years (12%) and auto sales grew by 1.2% during the month. 

6. On the domestic interbank market, the rupee-dollar exchange rate traded in the range of Rs 

63.75-64.17 per $ and the rupee ended the week with a loss of 31 paise to close at Rs 64.07 

per $. The forward premia levels across maturities of 1-month, 3-month, 6-month and 12-

month stood at 7.32%, 7.21%, 7.18% and 6.79% p.a. as against 7.3%, 7.25%, 7.07% and 

6.74% respectively in the previous week. India’s current account deficit for the fourth 

quarter of FY 2014-15 was $1.3 billion and that for the financial year as a whole, stood at 

$27.5 billion (1.1% of GDP).  
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VIEWS 

1. While the rupee closed above the Rs 64 per $ mark by the end of the trading week, it has 

shown reluctance with staying above this level, betraying resistance by the central bank. The 

balance of payments position for the financial year 2014-15 reaffirms our belief that there is 

no fundamental reason for rupee weakening in the near (and medium) term and that the RBI 

would have to keep buying dollars to prevent any unduly large appreciation in the domestic 

currency. However, given the volatility in the markets and the possibility of a sharp adverse 

movement, importers would be best served by keeping a stop-loss level, beyond which all 

short term exposures would be hedged. This should be formulated in conjunction with a 

‘take-profit’ level at a spot rate of Rs 63.75 per $ or thereabouts. Exporters should continue 

to sell the bulk of their medium and long-term exposures on a forward basis in order to take 

advantage of the still elevated premia levels.  

2. We give below a comparison of the month-end and average spot Rs/$ exchange rates for 

May 2015 with the forward rates available in earlier months: 

 Month-end Average 

 

 

  Spot (May 2015) 63.75 63.79 

1 Month Forward (April) 63.93 63.18 

2 Months Forward (March) 63.48 63.40 

3 Months Forward (February) 63.10 63.26 

4 Months Forward (January) 64.46 64.89 

5 Months Forward (December) 65.30 64.65 

6 Months Forward (November) 64.23 64.08 

12 Months Forward (May 2014) 63.91 63.96 

3. Negotiations between Greece and its creditors have gone back and forth like a frisbee ever 

since in February, the latter agreed to postpone the bail-out deadline by four months. But if 

Greece fails to pay up on June 30, it would not only mean freezing up of its EUR 7.2 billion 

of earlier promised bail-out money, but also cancellation of EUR 10 billion earmarked for 

bank recapitalization. Last week, Mr Tsipras exploited a rarely used covenant in the IMF 

agreement to backload all of its June payments till the end of this month but the game of 

musical chairs appears to be coming to an end. While the euro zone is in a much better shape 

to handle a Greek exit than it was in 2010, any hint of a technical default could bring about 

turbulence in the financial markets. Respite can come for Greece only if its existing lenders 

agree on yet another (third) bail-out package, by extending loan maturities and agreeing to 

take a haircut on existing claims. This is of course contingent on Greece adopting a genial 

stance with respect to pension reforms and VAT overhaul. Needless to say, the common 

currency is expected to remain particularly volatile during the fortnight.  

4. We are keeping our ranges for the other non-dollar currencies unchanged as below: 

$1.48 – 1.60 per GBP 

$1.08 – 1.18 per EUR and 

JPY 118 – 128 per $. 
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